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Performing Maps and Masculinity
in Irrigation Planning in Nepal
Why Modernization Myths Live on in Spite of
Professional Reflexivity
Janwillem Liebrand

Cet article explore pourquoi le mythe de la modernisation persiste
alg u e fle i it p ofessio elle à p opos de l a ti it de
pla ifi atio . L a ti le a pou o jet la pla ifi atio de l i igatio
depuis les années 1950 dans le district de Chitwan au Népal.
L a al se po te su les o i tio s ode istes et la fle i it
p ofessio elle et et e a a t l usage d a tefa ts tels ue les
cartes et la « masculinité » d u e ultu e p ofessio elle, elle de
l i igatio . L a al se sugg e ue les usages de a tes da s la
pla ifi atio de l i igatio t ou e t leu utilit pou les p ofessio els pa e u ils pe ette t de o alise u e asso iatio e t e
i g ieu s ho
es , l id e de sup io it , et des e endications sur
la prééminence de la technologie et de la science en ce qui concerne
les sa oi s su l eau. Ai si, les a tes so t pe fo ati es a elles
encadrent et normalisent des associations entre convictions
modernisatrices, experts (hommes) et « masculinité » dans le
se teu de l i igatio .
This article explores why modernization myths live on in spite of
professional reflexivity in planned development. The focus is on
irrigation planning in Chitwan District, Nepal, from the 1950s
onwards. In analyzing modernist convictions and professional
reflexivity in planned development, the analysis takes into account
the use of expert knowledge artefacts, such as maps, and a
p ofessio al ultu e of
as uli it i i igatio . The a al sis
suggests that uses of maps in irrigation planning are meaningful for
professionals, because they help normalize an association in water
knowledge between (male) engineers, ideas of supremacy, and
claims of technology and scientific authority. In this capacity,
maps can be co side ed to pe fo , su o s iousl , ha elli g
professional reflexivity and normalizing associations between
ode ist o i tio s, ale e pe ts a d as uli it i i igatio .
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Introduction1
Scholars in development studies have more than once resorted to the
etapho of
ode izatio
ths to iti ize a o i tio a o g
development planners that the transfer of technology is bringing progress
(Scott, 1998; De Rivero, 2001; Mies, 2014). The source of their critique has
characteristically been anthropology and feminist-based case studies,
documenting people s li es i the field to e eal the o ple ities a d sho
how planned interventions are deployed in the field. Yet, in spite of this
iti ue, a uestio − what does it deli e − o ti ues to guide ost
discussions on development. In this article, I seek to understand why
modernist convictions are still going strong in planned development,
despite carefully articulated criticism, based on overwhelming case study
material. More specifically, I focus on the role of experts themselves, being
especially interested in processes of professional reflexivity.
State irrigation development in Nepal represents a good example for
such analysis. Professionals in irrigation planning in Nepal, notably
engineers, from the 1950s onwards, have promoted technologies and
managerial models based on ideals of universal science and technical
knowledge (Dhungel and Pun, 2009; Liebrand and Udas, 2017). Right from
the 1970s, anthropologists and other development scholars have exposed
the modernist assumptions that underpin these models, triggering
professional reflexivity, especially among engineers (International
Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) and Water Energy Commission
Secretariat (WECS), 1987; Martin and Yoder, 1988; Pradhan, 1989).
In the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, amidst new economic, social and
environmental concerns, planning experts – amongst which
anthropologists and sociologists – designed new models for irrigation
de elop e t, ai i g to p o ote o e use f ie dl , ge de se siti e
a d e i o e tall safe i te e tio s Depa t e t of I igatio ,
.
For these new models, knowledge of (Western) social sciences have been a
source of inspiration (Coward et al., 1982; Shivakoti and Ostrom, 2002).

1

The comments of the editors of the special issue and two anonymous reviewers are
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Yet, in spite of the reflections and changes and the use of social sciences
knowledge in planning, or perhaps because of it, development scholars
argue that interventions in Nepal continue to be understood in the scope
of a old sto of i igatio
ode izatio “h estha,
; “i gh et al.,
2014; Gyawali et al., 2017).
One dominant reading for the continued existence of modernist
thinking in development planning is that modernist ideals have strong
political appeal. They find their way into state planning time and time
again under the pressure of politicians, administrators and donor officials
ho ake p o ises a d a t to deli e “h estha,
. Fe i ist
scholars, in this regard, hint at the links between modernization, patriarchy
and male power (Mies, 2014). They argue that relationships between the
notions of men, masculinity and power are being cultivated in practices of
promoting science and technology, and they identify planned development
as o e do ai i so iet i
hi h po e a d ei g p ofessio al is
validated with status and maleness (being a male/boy/man) (according to
Whitehead, 2002). Another explanation and one that has received much
less attention than analyses on politics and (gender-related) power in
development, is that modernist convictions thrive in development
planning, because experts themselves habitually – and largely
subconsciously – normalize them in practices of knowledge production and
acts of professional reflexivity.
To analyze this idea and pay attention to a feminist critique on
masculinity i
ode ist thi ki g, I a
stud i g up the aki g of
irrigation knowledge in Nepal, taking inspiration from anthropologist Laura
Nader (1972) and feminist scholar Sandra Harding (2004). Nader (op. cit.:
o igi all defi ed stud i g up as a esea h st ateg to add ess the
faceless ess of a u eau ati so iet a d the ajo i stitutio s that
affect everyday lives. Harding interprets studying up as doing research
from the standpoint of marginalized people in society (women, people of
colour, lower classes, etc.), taking their place in society into consideration
a d uestio i g s ie tifi o je ti it a d t uth . To a al ze p o esses of
reflexivity, I use studying up to put a face on the network and culture of
irrigation experts and focus on some of the means and conceptual
frameworks they create to promote science and technology.
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Some of these means are self-evident: expert knowledge artefacts.
These can be policy documents, databases, and public presentations or, for
instance, sets of statistics, tests, techniques and calculations. Some of the
fa es of the et o k a d ultu e of i igatio e pe ts a e also e ide t. I
the domain of irrigation, professionals tend to be men, especially (civil)
engineers, and Nepal is no exception in this regard (Liebrand and Udas,
2017). Not surprisingly, feminist scholars have identified the irrigation
p ofessio as a e a ple of a a s o ld i de elop e t, tied to the
state bureaucracy and a culture of engineering (Lynch, 1993; Laurie, 2005;
Zwarteveen, 2011; Ongsakul et al., 2012). In order to explore how, within
the o te t of a pa ti ula
as uli e e pe t ultu e, e tai p ofessio al
means shape knowledge production and professional reflexivity, I focus on
maps, treating them as a special case of knowledge artefacts. More
specifically, I focus on a set of maps of Chitwan District in Nepal, an area
that was first targeted by the state for planned development in the 1950s.

Theory and method: Analyzing maps and professional reflexivity
For this analysis, I rely on cultural performance theory as it was first
developed by the anthropologist Victor Turner (Turner and Bruner, 1986;
Turner, 1987; Schechner, 2006; John, 2008). Using this theory means that
I conceptualize professions as cultures and the uses of expert knowledge
artefacts as cultural practices. Cultural performance, in analogy with ritual
or theatrical performance, can be defined as follows: showing off,
behaving as expected, acting according to social norms or even underlining
actions for those watching (Schechner, 2006). From this point of view,
professional performance is more than just an outcome of merit or innate
te h i al skills a d k o ledge ut also o e of a apa it to pe fo
o
stage a d take o e s pla e a o g pee s Hilga t e ,
.
Turner was interested in processes of cultural reflexivity and he argued
that ultu es a e ost full e p essed a d ade o s ious of the sel es
i thei itual o theat i al pe fo a es Tu e i
, ited i
Schechner, 2006: 19). He was intrigued by the capacity of rituals to channel
the reflexivity of those undergoing them. First, he argued, ritual
performances express or symbolize meaning and emotion of culture and
experience (Turner and Bruner, 1986). For instance, offering foods and
156
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items at a shrine to please the gods is a clear expression of certain beliefs
and norms in society. Second, he argued that rituals have the capacity to
reconstruct culture, dramatizing and casting the present in relation to a
hypothetical past and an anticipated future. For instance, people perform
offerings at a shrine as they have been taught, and in doing so, they recreate the performance and make it into a new culture; they do so in the
present because they believe the gods brought misfortune in the
(hypothetical) past and will bring them prosperity in the (anticipated)
futu e. “ee f o this a gle, people o e to ake thei ultu e th ough
ritual, or scripted and staged behaviour – behaviour that has no single
author and is denoted by aesthetic conventions, traditions and styles of
decorum.
Tu e s ideas ha e o e to e idel used i studies o ultu al
performance (McKenzie, 2001; Schechner, 2006; John, 2008), including in
irrigation studies (Rap, 2006). The idea that expert knowledge artefacts can
pe fo
has ee e plo ed, fo i sta e, in the use of survey results (Law,
2009), the construction of databases (Turnhout and Boonman-Berson,
2011) and the presentation of numbers on irrigation development
(Zwarteveen and Liebrand, 2015). Applying the theory to a map-study
promises to be especially interesting, because maps can be considered
particularly powerful artefacts in terms of theatrical performance. Maps
summarize facts, showing what can be achieved by planners and
engineers; by their simplicity and uniformity, maps provide a visually rich
snapshot of a certain reality in a manner words or numbers can rarely
achieve (Reuss, 2008). Klingensmith (2007), for instance, observes in his
study on dams and river planning in India, that maps are not just made and
i agi ed thei autho s ut also thei eade s , ho e-make and reimage as they read (becoming authors in turn). In other words, maps are
po e ful pe fo e s : the des i e a e tai ealit a d si ulta eousl
breathe new life into the interpretations they show.
In his studies on cultural reflexivity, Turner paid specific attention to
li i alit . He defi ed it as the a gi o t a sitio phase of ituals
(Turner and Turner, 1978). He observed that participants in religious rituals
(such as young boys taken into the forest for initiation rites) associated
their involvement with ambiguity, disorientation and an intensive flow of
e pe ie e. He a gued that this flo
a ks a o ditio of t a sitio a d
Anthropologie & développement n°46-47 / 2017
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potentiality in people, representing a disruption of experience that has a
beginning (boyhood), a middle (becoming a man) and an ending
a hood . I othe o ds, i li i alit , a ultu e is ade a a e of itself,
ut Tu e o se ed that pa ti ipa ts e gaged i the itual ha e a li i al
a a e ess of this p o ess. Put diffe e tly, they are not fully conscious of
what meanings and associations are precisely attached to it (Martin, 2001).
Li i alit has p o e to e a useful o ept fo stud i g peoples
p a ti es a d e pe ie es that a e o eptualized as
a keted et
connected to everyday life (Howard-Grenville et al., 2011). It offers an
explanation of why modernist convictions continue to thrive in irrigation
planning in spite of professional reflexivity; it is because professionals
subconsciously reproduce them in the act of using maps. Because of their
visual appeal, maps can be conceptualized as particularly bracketed
disruptions of professional experience in planned development, marked
(hypothetically speaking) by a beginning (a primitive Nepal), a middle
(planning development for Nepal) and an ending (a modern Nepal). The
concept also offers an explanation of how relationships between men,
masculinity and power are mobilized among irrigation professionals
(Martin, 2001); because ideas of supremacy and symbolic notions of male
power can be attached to and normalized in the use of maps in irrigation
planning. In other words, I intend to make a proposition for the case that
modernist convictions are still thriving in irrigation planning, because of
the sig ifi atio of as uli it
ei g ultu all atta hed to the , a d
because irrigation experts themselves mobilize these convictions and
meanings in a state of liminal awareness in the act of using knowledge
artefacts.
In this article, I wish to underline that I am primarily concerned with
studying the cultural dynamics of professional reflexivity in irrigation
planning. The question is not whether maps are true or false. With Mark
Monmonier (1996), I acknowledge that good maps need to lie. Every good
map embodies a cartographic paradox: a map must offer a selective,
incomplete view of reality to avoid hiding critical information. Nor is it a
question of associating liminal awareness with the implication of false
consciousness. Studying the cultural dynamics of how irrigation experts
think fits uneasily into monolithic notions of dominance, resistance and
hegemonic relations (Mosse, 2004). Neither is the question about the idea
158
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that women experts in irrigation make and read maps differently than
men. I reject essentialist ideas of masculinity and femininity. I am aware
that
o eptualizatio of the i igatio p ofessio as a
as uli e
expert culture touches directly on contentious questions at the heart of
the masculinity debate in feminist scholarship (e.g. why label something as
as uli e ?; ho is it possi le to esta lish a asso iatio as as uli e ?
Whitehead,
; Co ell,
. I use as uli it he e to o eptualize
how maps help irrigation experts to create credible voices and identities
for themselves and acknowledge that those voices and identities tend to
be associated with male engineers and, symbolically, with ideas of control
and domination as well as truth and objectivity in science.
To study up professional culture in irrigation and the performative role
of maps in it, I rely on documentation research and a handful of interviews
with senior irrigation professionals and development planners in Nepal, as
well as a critical reading of the maps themselves. The focus is on a
selection of five maps of the Chitwan District. This selection can be
considered to show the state of irrigation planning in Nepal from the 1950s
onwards. The maps were used in policy reports and public peer
presentations by government officials and researchers in Nepal. In critically
reading the maps, I analyze the details of the maps (what is shown and
what is not), seeking to understand what professional experience, in
Tu e s o ds, the el upo a d i oke. To a al ze the p ofessio al
network in which the maps were meaningful, I trace some of the key actors
of the maps (their authors and readers), relying on documentation
research and seven in-depth interviews with irrigation experts in Nepal (all
male engineers), conducted between 2009 and 2011 as part of PhD
research. Among these e pe ts as Huta ‘a Baid a
−
, fo
instance, who was known as the first agricultural engineer in Nepal.
First follows a brief description of the professional network and culture
of irrigation planning in Nepal, highlighting its associations with men,
masculinity and engineering. The rest of the article presents an analysis of
the maps, highlighting their authors and readers, and how they have
helped shaping professional reflexivity.
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Professional network and culture of irrigation planning in Nepal
In Nepal, national development policies started in the 1950s. With the
collapse of the Rana regime in 1951, the new government of Nepal opened
the country to foreign aid and made a proclaimed effort to develop Nepal
into a modern state. The introduction of modern agriculture and irrigation
te h olog as a ke fo us a ea, dis ussed i depth a d eadth at Nepal s
first conference on agriculture in 1958 (Dahal, 1997). In these discussions,
India was an example for Nepal. Indian advisors assisted Nepal with the
design of a new government structure (Shrestha, 2001) and they helped,
for instance, with the set-up of a Ministry of Public Works and a Canal
Department in 1952 – the p ede esso of toda s Depa t e t of I igatio
(DOI). This department was mandated with the construction of canal works
i the ou t fo i igatio suppl fo ag i ultu e a d o Nepal s e uest, a
retired male irrigation officer from the Punjab acted as the first chief
engineer (Liebrand and Udas, 2017).
The introduction of state planning and a new engineering knowledge
network in Nepal and an associated culture of male professionals in
irrigation thus coincided with the start of modern development in the
1950s, but its historical associations are older. They can be traced back to
the British colonial administrative system in India, as illustrated by the first
civil engineering college in British India, Roorkee College, which was
established in 1847. As Zwarteveen (2011) writes, this type of colonial
college was an exclusively elite and masculine domain, functioning as sites
for the promotion of ideals of Victorian manliness in British India. They
were places where associations between athleticism, militarism and the
performance of professional authority, race, and manhood, were forged in
a colonial context between British and Indian male students as well as
between male engineers of different rank. Such an association of men,
masculinity and engineering continues to characterize the irrigation
profession in South Asia, including Nepal. For example, in 2011, the DOI in
Nepal had 447 officers as core personnel, among them only 20 female
officers (4%), out of which 335 officers (79%) were engineers by education,
predominantly civil engineers who had gone to India for their education. In
total, 9 out of 13 Directors General of the DOI (all men), between 1956 and
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2013, were trained at Indian engineering colleges (Liebrand and Udas,
2017).
In Nepal, as elsewhere in South Asia, state irrigation planning has thus
al a s ee the do ai of e a d ale po e , ei g shaped
a
I dia
et o k a d a professional culture of engineering. The Chitwan
district illustrates what this network and culture can achieve. The first
water-resource studies were conducted in the 1950s, and modern
irrigation farming was introduced in Chitwan through the construction of a
pilot project, a medium-sized canal system. Since then, Chitwan has
continuously benefitted from irrigation infrastructure development (see
Figure 1 for an overview). As a result, by 2010, 29,623 ha or 70% of the
total ulti ated a ea i Chit a
as de eloped fo i igatio a o di g to
the statistics of the DOI, much more than the national average of 46%. In
total, about 37% of the developed irrigated area was covered by DOI canal
projects; 52% by rehabilitated and so-called farmer-managed irrigation
systems (FMIS) and 11% supplied by tube wells.

How maps perform
The analysis of the maps is divided into four sections, covering the
development of state irrigation planning in Chitwan District: the Rapti
Valle De elop e t P oje t
−
; the Chit a Valle De elop e t
P oje t
−
; the East ‘apti I igatio P oje t
−
a d the
Trishuli-Lothar Diversion Project (proposed in 2010).
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Figure 1: Irrigation infrastructure development in Chitwan District (1950-2010) (source : Liebrand, 2014)
(KIS = Khageri Irrigation System; NLIS = Narayani Lift Irrigation System; PIS = Panchakanya Irrigation System)
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Figure 2: A map of the Rapti Valley (source: Sharma and Malla, 1957).
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Figure 3: A map of the Chitwan Valley Development Project (source: ADB, 1972b).
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Figure 4: A map of the East Rapti Irrigation Project (source: Nippon Koei, 1989).
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Figure 5: A map of the existing irrigation canal network in East Chitwan (source: Shukla et al., 1993).
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Figure 6: A map of the Trishuli Lothar Diversion Project
(source: INPIM/N talk programme, Kathmandu, 22 October 2010).
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The Rapti Valley Development Project
The first map (see Figure is take f o a stud alled ‘apti Upat aka ,
which means Rapti Valley, published in 1957 (Sharma and Malla, 1957).
Chitwan District largely overlaps with the Rapti (River) Valley. One of the
authors was Krishna Bam Malla, an agriculturalist, who was then a highlevel official and co-director of the Rapti Valley Development Project
(RVDP). The document was meant to inform policy makers and the public
2
for the first time in Nepal about the potential for planned development .
The RVDP was the first and most important state modernization project in
3
the 1950s . As the name suggests, the RVDP was conceived as a river valley
project, modelled after the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the US. At
that time, the TVA was regarded by the West as a paradigm for world
e o st u tio , a odel age
hi h sho ed ho the li e al state ould
meet or avert the political and social challenges of economic crisis
(Klingensmith, 2007). It represented an idea about the technical and
apolitical management of natural and economic resources, a scientific
model of planning that would produce prosperity for all in a way that could
e e o iled ith g ass oots , de o ati pa ti ipatio – a view
elo ue tl e p essed
M TVA , as Da id Lilienthal was then known, in
his book TVA: Democracy on the march (1953).
In Nepal, it was sardar Bhim Bahadur Pandey who travelled to the US in
4
December 1946 to study and observe the TVA . Mr Pandey can be
considered one of the first modern planners in Nepal. In the 1950s, he
became the secretary of Planning and Development. In his book, Tyas
Bakhatko Nepal (Nepal at that time), he mentioned that his visit was
specifically meant to study the TVA because it was considered an
international model for an undeveloped region like Nepal, to learn about
all aspects of development (Pandey, 1988, vol. 4: 6). He felt that something
similar could be done in Nepal, and in 1948 he identified Chitwan – an area
that was known to the elite in Kathmandu for hunting expeditions – to try

2

I thank the MPP library in Kathmandu for making this rare document available.

3

Other big projects in the Tarai were essentially executed by the Indian government.

4

Sardar was an honorary title of a high administrator under the Ranas.
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development, conceived in the image of the TVA. In 1952, Mr Pandey
toured Nepal with Paul Rose, then the first director of the United States
Operation Mission (USOM), and he suggested starting a project in the Rapti
5
valley . This idea appealed to Western experts of the USOM, the FAO and
the United Nations (Rauch, 1954; UN, 1961). In their view, poverty was
based on an over-population in the hills and an under-utilization of natural
resources in the Tarai, something that could be remedied through
6
technology . The e pt spa e of Chit a ep ese ted a ideal pla e for
them to p o ote a TVA i Nepal .
In this new professional experience of development and cultural
exchange of experts, the report prepared by Mr Malla was a powerful
expert knowledge artefact, especially a 16-pages, folded map that was put
as an annex in the report (see Figure 2). As can be seen, the main feature
of it is that it ep ese ts the ‘apti alle as a ate shed a d a state spa e
i “ ott s
o ds, sho i g dist i t oundaries and the national
border with India in the south. It indicates the Rapti River system and
elevation lines. The map also shows roads and names of settlements, but
the visual effect is mainly that Chitwan is presented, at glance, as part of
the national space, as being empty and underutilized and hence, suitable
for planned development. I am sure that such a map enabled Nepalese
and Western men to participate in the same heroic and grandiose
interpretations of planned development, creating a new cultural unity
among themselves. For example, one of the readers of the map was Huta
Ram Baidya, who visited Chitwan and worked for the Department of
Agriculture at that time. In interviews, he recalled an FAO mission of
foreign experts in 1952, who made similar watershed maps to assess the
i igatio pote tial of the Kath a du alle . He o
e ted the
ee
ost of the ti e ight , e e though he ad itted that thei o k as
largely based on estimations and guesswork in the absence of any reliable
7
data . Such memories expose an admiration (and identification) with

5

I thank Tom Robertson, Worchester Polytechnic, for sharing this information with me.

6

The Tarai is the land at the foothills of the Himalaya.

7

Interview with Huta Ram Baidya, 29 December 2009.
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science and technology experts, and a new engineering identity associated
with it.
The RVDP was eventually implemented between 1956 and 1960, but
ended up doing little on irrigation and improved use of river resources. A
first water resources assessment proved difficult and the most fertile and
productive parts of the valley, where river conditions were close to
perennial, were already occupied by Tharu agriculturalists, an indigenous
community in the Tarai. In fact, only the driest parts of the districts were
e pt a d a aila le fo e settle e t. The p oje t fo ussed o
malaria eradication and the clearance and settlement of land for hill
migrants, mainly in the west of the district. In these terms, the project was
more or less successful. In 1956, 71% of the children in the district had
been infected with malaria, but in 1964, the area was free of the disease
and the DDT spraying method was reproduced elsewhere in the Tarai
(Müller-Böker, 1999). In regard to land, by 1960, 27,759 ha of land (66% of
the presently cultivated area in the district) had been distributed to
5,233 families, but much of it had been acquired by Kathmandu-based
state elites rather than by landless peasants, and other land was settled
u pla ed
ig a ts o thei o i itiati e Ohja,
.
The RVDP provided Western and Nepalese experts with a critical first
experience of river valley development in Nepal. The project was a nursery
for planners and engineers in Nepal to test new ideas on modernization
and it planted the seeds of irrigation planning. These ideas culminated in
the fi st Maste pla fo i igatio de elop e t i Nepal His Majest s
Government of Nepal (HMG), 1970), a collaboration between international
experts, and Nepalese and Indian engineers. The plan envisioned a
complete redesign of Nepal, technically, politically and culturally, especially
of the Tarai which was completely planned for state-controlled irrigation.
As the plan states:
The futu e i rigation in Nepal should be year-round irrigation by
which two or more crops a year can be obtained. To this effect, the
ample water resources of the country should be fully utilized. New
irrigation projects should be planned to include not only the main
a d se o da
a als, ut also the te tia a d s alle a als […],
complete drainage system, network of farm roads, readjustment of
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lands, flood prevention works, communication networks, irrigated
fa e s e t e et . HMG,
: “. .

To express this ambition, the study included a map of Nepal, dividing
8
the Ta ai i t el e i igatio lo ks .

The Chitwan Valley Development Project
One of these irrigation blocks was Chitwan valley, for an area of 24,000 ha
and the government of Nepal awarded it the highest priority for
implementation because it was considered a suitable pilot project. As the
irrigation master plan noted:
As the ea -round irrigation farming should be a new target for
agricultural development in Nepal, it is necessary to establish one or
more model projects in which the engineers, technicians and leading
farmers are to be trained first. In this context, the Chituan project
[…] should e take up a d i ple e ted as the pilot [p oje t] to
realize and practice the epochal development of agriculture and
irrigation in this country e phasis added HMG,
: “. .

The government of Nepal requested the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) in 1971 for assistance with the implementation of the project. One
year later, in 1972, consultants from Germany (Agrar- und Hydrotechnik
GMBH), contracted by the ADB, started their studies for a scheme that
came to be known as the Chitwan Valley Development Project (CVDP). In
line with the irrigation master plan, the consultants envisaged a radical
transformation of culture and society in Chitwan, based on year-round
irrigation. This was not an easy job, mainly because available water
resources in Chitwan were then perceived as unfavourable and insufficient
for year-round gravity irrigation (ADB, 1972a).
Eventually, the German consultants made a plan for the CVDP for a
total area of 14,000 ha, consisting of various irrigation projects. Over 80%
of the total budget (exceeding USD 19.5 million) was allocated to civil
engineering works and the project legitimized the expansion of a national
irrigation agency (the DOI). To show policy makers what could be done by

8

This map is not presented here. It can be seen in Zwarteveen and Liebrand (2015: 268).
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engineers, the main report of the design study included a map showing key
details of the project (see Figure 3). As can be seen, it shows the location of
the project within the country of Nepal, the main canals and command
areas as well as the main river systems. A defining feature of the map is
that it clearly shows a full utilization of available resources, especially land
resources, highlighted by different shades and patterns for all the projects.
I like to think that this map expressed the fulfilment of professional
aspirations as they were first pictured with the RVDP, especially for a first
generation of Nepalese engineers. This was the heyday of international
i igatio i f ast u tu e de elop e t he the o d e gi ee
ea t
a ta i g atu e, o t olli g te h olog a d eati g e flo s of
water on underutilized lands (HMG, 1985). For example, two of the mapreaders were Nanda Kishore Agrawal and Bubanesh Kumar Pradhan, the
latter acting as Director General of the DOI at that time. These pioneer
engineers are honored to this day in the irrigation engineering community
9
in Nepal as the I igatio Ma a d the Wate E pe o jal samrat)
respectively. I can imagine that the detailed design map of the CVDP,
during discussion of the project, enabled these men, as their heroic names
suggest, to live up to the then professional norms in development and be
seen as equals to foreign irrigation experts.
The CVDP never realized the intended development of agriculture and
irrigation. Problems were there from the start: delayed negotiations with
consultants, financial negotiation problems with contractors and
devaluation of the US dollar – to name a few. However, the real shock
came in 1983 and 1984 when the pumps of one of the biggest projects, the
Narayani Lift Irrigation System, were operated for the first time. Due to the
load of sediments in suspension in the Narayani River during the monsoon,
the canal system clogged up with silt and the pumps broke down. By early
3
1985, more than 30,000 m of silt had to be removed – the capacity of the
3
first stretch of main canal was just 7,000 m – and pump parts were

9
Mr Agrawal was commemorated in an e-mail circulation (1, 9 and 11 February 2012) among
DOI engineers as the Irrigation Man and a statesman of our surface irrigation systems in
Nepal . Mr Pradhan (interview 8 August 2011), retired but still active, was dubbed the Water
Emperor by Jhal Nath Khanal, a leading politician in the country. He also earned a reputation
as the baron of the irrigation sector (Dhungel and Pun, 2009: 296).
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replaced (Jyoti, 1985; Rothwell, 1985). The problem was difficult to solve. A
new study calculated that the system, when operating at full potential, had
3
to cope with a silt-load of 57,000 m annually. Remedial works were
proposed (sand trap, intake redesign, pump replacement, sludge pump
installation) but they proved inadequate, especially because the system
had to face a monumental electricity bill (ADB, 1972b; WECS, 1995). In
other words, the operation costs were too high for the government and
the proposed command area was never irrigated all year-round.

The East Rapti Irrigation Project
The CVDP also experienced setbacks with another project, the Lothar
scheme in east Chitwan. Implementation was repeatedly delayed. The
project was eventually included in 1986 under a new loan of the ADB for
the East Rapti Irrigatio P oje t E‘IP . A easo fo the dela as e isti g
i igatio fa ilities i the a ea ADB,
: . The app aisal epo t fo the
CVDP had oted s all f agile fa e - uilt i igatio s ste s a d
o side ed that fa e uilt i takes [gi e] flood waters entrance to [...]
fa
la ds ith [...] e osio a d [...] f ag e tatio of la d as a esult
ADB,
:
. The efo e, it as p oposed to a a ge o pe satio of
farmers whose private schemes are going to be eliminated e phasis
added) (ADB, 1972a: XI-1). In interviews, senior engineers explained to me
that such systems had no value for them because it was then believed that,
10
the systems could not support year-round irrigation . In 1982, however,
an English consultant engineer recommended improvement of the
i te si e s all i igatio s ste s al ead fu tio i g u de lo al
a age e t Ada s,
: . The o di g he e is positi e, e eali g
that engineering views on irrigation were changing.
The study of Adams proposed to link the farmer schemes, utilize the
existing canal networks as much as possible, and supplement the systems
with water from the Rapti River by means of a diversion dam. In spite of
this report, the ERIP project continued to be seen by many engineers and
pla e s as o e of the few remaining large-scale irrigation projects [in

10

Interview with Madhav Belbase, 26 July 2010; Surya Bhakta Upadhya, 3 July 2011; and
Bubanesh Kumar Pradhan, 8 August 2011.
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Nepal] that could provide [a] year- ou d i igatio fa ilit
DOI,
:
xvii). The Japanese consultants, Nippon Koei, who were contracted for the
job by the ADB, remained faithful to standard engineering knowledge.
They designed a modern irrigation system with a dam in the Rapti River
and a main canal of 24 kilometres to supply an area of 9,500 ha with a
dense canal network (ADB, 1987). To demonstrate the superiority of
science and technology, of civil engineering works in irrigation, and
convince policy makers, the Japanese included a detailed map with the
proposed canal layout in the design report (see Figure 4). As can be seen,
the map shows new canals, neatly covering the full potential land area, but
it does not show existing systems, creating legibility for planners who seek
to construct a new and modern world order.
This time, however, the new plans coincided with a new neo-liberal aid
regime and what can be dubbed the anthropological turn in irrigation
knowledge. The ERIP project became a site of controversy in relation to
state irrigation policy, professional expertise and engineering knowledge.
The project was criticized by researchers in Nepal for its engineering focus
and the neglect of existing irrigation practices in Chitwan (Khatri-Chhetri
et al., 1988). This critique reflected a global trend in development in
response to new principles of decentralization and cost-recovery. The
criticism made by Walter Coward, for instance, then a sociologist at Cornell
University in the US, was directed against national irrigation agencies and
fo eig do o g oups, a d a fo us o
uildi g thi gs Co a d et al.,
1982). The critique was drawn from research on farmer-oriented processes
in rural development, focussing on technology and communication
between public agencies and farmers. Key actors in these debates were
researchers of Cornell University, then a mixed group of agricultural
specialists, economists, sociologists and anthropologists (Levine, 1992,
2013). In the 1980s, these men travelled over Asia to share new insights
and promote social sciences knowledge in irrigation.
Nepal and Nepalese researchers came to play a prominent role in these
debates. Cornell scholars went to Nepal and they put the country on the
map as an important place for research (Martin and Yoder, 1988). A topic
that raised interest was the capacity of farmers in Nepal to organize their
own resources in irrigation and subsequently manage systems without
much state involvement, based on informal rules and collective action
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(Shivakoti and Ostrom, 2002). With this background, Chitwan became a
key area for social sciences research on irrigation. In 1986, the Institute of
Agricultural and Animal Science, based in Rampur, Chitwan, established an
interdisciplinary study group to investigate issues in irrigation. The newly
established International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), in which
Cornell researchers were influential, provided start-up money for this
group (IIMI, 1988). The study group consisted of professionals with
backgrounds in agronomy, soil science, agricultural engineering, farm
economy and rural extension (Khatri-Chhetri et al., 1988). The first activity
of the group was an inventory study of existing irrigation systems in east
Chitwan, in the area that was targeted for ERIP.
The findings were beyond expectation for the researchers. A
preliminary study found eleven independent irrigation systems, providing
year-round irrigation for an area of 1,200 ha. The researchers had gone to
the heartland of the Tharu communities and some of the systems were
over 100 years old. They documented cropping intensities that ranged up
to 200 percent and the estimated yields were high, between 4.0 and
6.0 ton/ha of paddy in Spring (Khatri-Chhetri et al., 1988). The study group
became very active in Nepal. It collaborated with foreign researchers,
Elinor Ostrom for instance, and organized meetings with national policy
actors in irrigation for discussion, notably with engineers of the DOI. For
instance, in 1987, a national irrigation seminar was organized by the study
group. As the proceedings state:
The p i a o je ti e fo holdi g the se i a as to p o ide a
fo u fo […] esea he s to p ese t the esults of thei o k for
discussion and critical review e phasis added IIMI,
: iii .

Ashutosh Shukla, one of the researchers and later coordinator of the
g oup, e alled i a i te ie a out the situatio : e [the stud g oup]
were in a very bad relationship with [the] DOI initially, because we
11
halle ged the
.
To create a credible voice for themselves vis-à-vis engineers, the study
group had to think carefully about methods to promote its work. It

11

Interview with Ashutosh Shukla, 6 August 2011.
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resorted to the development of a rigorous method for data collection, and
also, as e tio ed i the p o eedi gs of the se i a i
: the stud
[was] visualized to ge e ate lesso s fo futu e [poli ies] e phasis added
(Khatri-Chhetri et al., 1988: 3). The group started with sketches of canal
networks and flow directions. The rationale is mentioned in the same
proceedings:
A sket h of the i e ou se a d the i igatio s ste s [is ade] so
that the relationship between the systems is apparent at a glance
(emphasis added) (Khatri-Chhetri et al., 1988: 6).

Over time, these sketches turned into system base-maps, and
eventually, the study group produced one map for the whole of eastern
Chitwan (Shukla et al., 1993) (see Figure 5). As can be seen, the map
closely resembles the map of the Japanese consultants, except that it
shows the existing network of irrigation canals in eastern Chitwan rather
than modern, new ones. I think the work of the group had culminated in a
successful exercise of counter mapping, whether deliberately or otherwise.
Mr Shukla recalled that the field knowledge of the study group, as
shown in presentations, sketches and maps, had a big impact on the ERIP
project. It played an important role in the process of redefining the ERIP
project as a rehabilitation project for existing irrigation systems in the area.
Eventually the project was executed between 1993 and 1996, assisting a
total of 88 systems with canal lining and intake construction. Generally, the
ERIP project provided a reflexive experience for irrigation engineers and
the project helped in shaping new policies for user participation in state
irrigation development in Nepal (DOI, 2003).

The Trishuli Lothar Diversion Project
The professional reflections that anthropologists, social scientists and
agriculturalists had helped to initiate and the new policy directions in
irrigation planning, found expression in new knowledge networks. For
instance, with a view to foster debate and promote new policies of user
participation in irrigation, the World Bank initiated the International
Network of Participatory Irrigation Management. In Nepal, the national
chapter of the network (INPIM/N) was initiated in 1997 with a first ad-hoc
committee under the Director General of the DOI. One of the first activities
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in Nepal was an exchange between irrigation engineers, researchers and
farmers in Chitwan in 1998, to talk about ERIP (Sijapati and Prasad, 1998).
A decade earlier, such an exchange between engineers and farmers,
organized by the study group at Rampur, had sceptically been received by
DOI engineers (IIMI, 1988). As Khanal (2003) describes, the spirits among
engineers, researchers and farmers was high. It coincided with a time of
democratic reforms in Nepal and the dialogue for change was genuine.
In the years that followed, however, many of the new knowledge
networks and initiatives lay dormant or collapsed. To illustrate, the study
group at Rampur fell apart in 2002 and INPIM/N went dormant around the
same time. Clearly, any idea of urgency in the debate on irrigation planning
had disappeared in the early 2000s, perhaps because policies had been
rewritten (DOI, 2003). Some of the initiatives were given a second life.
Notable, INPIM/N was revived in 2008 by Suman Sijapati, a senior engineer
in the DOI who had participated in the 1998-meeting in Chitwan on ERIP,
when the network was initiated. He explained to me that he was
committed to the cause of user participation and saw an opportunity to
12
build a network . In its new life, the network functions mainly as a forum
for DOI engineers and professionals in the donor community. According to
its statute, it is still an open network, but a membership fee was
introduced for instance, and it was no longer specifically focussing on user
13
participation in irrigation .
In one of the INPIM/N talk shows, on 22 October 2010, the
conceptualization of seven new inter-basin river diversion projects of the
DOI was discussed (see also DOI, 2011). I attended the event because I was
thinking of becoming a member of the network. The talk was given by
Madhav Belbase, then a senior engineer in the DOI. The focus of the
projects was on medium and small rivers within the territory of Nepal.
The projects were conceptualized as national water supply and diversion
projects to secure reliable irrigation in the Tarai as well as hydropower
within the boundaries of Nepal. These observations relate to a particular

12

Conversation with Suman Sijapati, 3 January 2011.

13

E-mail communication with Suman Sijapati, 30 April – 20 June 2017.
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professional development experience in Nepal. In the view of DOI
e gi ee s, Nepal s ode ist aspi atio s fo i igatio a d h d opo e
planning in its international and most suitable rivers (the Karnali, Gandaki
and Kosi) have always been frustrated by India (Dhungel and Pun, 2009).
These new projects thus held the promise of turning some aspirations into
reality. Mr Belbase presented maps and studies to show what was
possible, highlighting points of diversion, potential tunnel alignments and
proposed command areas for the projects. One of these maps described
the Trishuli Lothar Diversion Project (see Figure 6).
As can be seen, the map is an assemblage of topographic sheets of the
surroundings of Chitwan to which two things have been added: 1) possible
intake points and alignments for a 30 km-long tunnel and 2) an projected
command area of 24,500 ha. The map shows existing (basic geographical
facts) and planned (intake, canal alignment, command area) information.
The map was presented to an audience of about 30 people, who were
almost exclusively men, predominantly DOI engineers and some experts of
academia and water research institutions. Notably, two senior engineers
and regional directors of the DOI were there, as well as three other male
engineers who had served as Director General for the department and as
water planners for the Water and Energy Commission Secretariat (WECS)
(including the above-mentioned Mr Pradhan). The presentation dealt with
technical details of the projects (e.g. intake points, tunnel alignments,
elevation profiles, design discharge, hydrographs, command areas),
transmitting a modernist vision of irrigation development in Nepal in which
the projected role of the state was made explicit at the end of the
p ese tatio . M Bel ase p oposed that o e e gi ee i g
a po e
was required for the projects. He further explained that Nepal currently
lacked an agency for the implementation of multi-purpose projects, and
proposed to restructure the Ministry of Irrigation as the custodian of water
esou es i Nepal, to e a ed the Mi ist of Wate ‘esou es . He also
suggested establishing a new department under this ministry, the
Depa t e t of Wate ‘esou es , fo the o st u tion of irrigation
projects over 10,000 ha, a d the i stitutio alizatio of a I te atio al
‘i e Cell i the WEC“ to esol e ate -sharing issues with India.
Sitting in the audience and being a reader of the presentation, it
occurred to me that the maps especially, because of their visual
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aspects, helped to reinvigorate a particular professional experience of
modernization in Nepal, expressing aspirations among irrigation engineers
for more water powers and building big projects, ideally without the
interference of India. More specifically, in the context of an expert culture
of masculinity, marked on the occasion by a male audience and a get-togather of engineers, I believe that the maps channelled experience and
professional reflexivity in distinct ways. Borrowing the words of Law and
Singleton (2000), the maps held that irrigation projects evolve under
centralized control; that they need to be managed by experts; that they
involve coordinated puzzle-solving; and that they may have setbacks that
need to be, and can be, overcome (ibid.:
−
. The p ese tatio aised
a lot of questions in the audience on these subjects, but none of them
add essed the dispositio s of the aps itself. Nota l , o od elated the
presentation to more than a decade of research and professional reflection
on farmer-managed irrigation and project interventions in Chitwan. More
noticeably, on interview, Mr Belbase himself, had elaborated on irrigation
interventions in Nepal, discussing setbacks and project failures, and telling
me about the skills of farmers in irrigation, especially concerning the Tharu
14
in the Tarai . He e, he lea l k e a out it a d I e ko it is la ki g i
i agi atio to sa that he st ategi all a d full o s iousl ig o ed this
knowledge to please his DOI peers and control the irrigation agenda in
Nepal. This was only a part of what happened. It seems to me that by using
the map of the Trishuli-Lothar project with an audience of (male) irrigation
experts, the knowledge of acting as an engineer, in a state of liminal
awareness, gai ed the uppe ha d a d as o alized as as uli e .

Conclusion
In this article, I have shown that maps play an important role when
discussing planned development because they are used in a professional
ultu e of
as uli it i i igatio . M a alysis on maps and the
professional network and culture in irrigation has revealed that the
association between male engineers in powerful organizations such as the

14

Interview with Madhav Belbase, 26 July 2010.
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DOI, the supremacy of science and technology and an experience of
modernization, is alive and very much to the forefront. A culture of
as uli it o ti ues to a k ultu al u it a o g i igatio e gi ee s
and water experts in Nepal. This professional culture has clear global and
historical antecedents, particularly rooted in British (Indian) as well as
American engineering traditions. In these traditions, maps, male engineers
and ideals of science and technology have come to mutually reinforce one
other; they are part of the same whole experience in irrigation expert
thinking. This implies, for instance, that male and female professionals who
seek to create credible roles for themselves (including that of reflection),
need to deal with a tradition and experience of expert thinking in irrigation
in which a relationship between men, knowledge and power is embodied
a d o alized as as uli e .
This is more easily said than done. My analysis suggests that maps are
capable of expressing and structuring an experience of professional
reflections and interpretations of reality in liminal ways. Put differently,
aps a e oth atio al a d i atio al . Maps a e atio al i the se se
that they function as technical interpretations and political projects,
used by experts in strategic ways to promote (or question) planned
development. Maps are irrational in the sense that they are also cultural
artefacts, an argument that has not received much scholarly attention to
date. Cultu all , aps ha e sig ifi a e, e ause the
a ket a
experience that has an implicit hypothetical past and an anticipated future,
connecting it to everyday expert thinking on irrigation planning. The map
of the Trishuli Lothar Diversion Project for instance presents Chitwan as
being suitable for modern development because it is supposedly empty –
an idea about the hypothetical past that can be traced back to the late
1940s in Nepal. However, Chitwan is not and never has been empty; it is
one of the most intensively farmed districts in Nepal and a lot of its
farmland is under irrigation; and its population has increased 14-fold
between 1950 and 2010. Nor is Chitwan a national space that is or was
solely developed by the state by means of modern technology – an idea
about the anticipated future. In Chitwan, farmers have brought more land
under irrigation than engineers.
To be more explicit, my analysis suggests that maps can do things that
its authors and readers do not fully grasp, disciplining and transforming
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reflexivity at the same time. In other words, maps support myth-making
about development in subconscious ways. I believe that the liminality or
irrationality of maps is partially located in a high-modernist aesthetic, to
use the words of Scott (1998), meaning that they are legible and obtain
meaning in irrigation planning, because they apply cartographic
conventions and present a world order based on an assumed universal
logic of science and technology. My analysis of the use of maps has
revealed that modernist ideas in state irrigation planning keep reappearing
due partly to their high-modernist aesthetic quality. Even the map of
eastern Chitwan, made by the Rampur study group to trigger professional
reflexivity, displays modernist aesthetics: it presents Chitwan as being part
of a state space, tacitly referring to the idea that the area is suitable for
national planning, and it also shows a river network, implicitly
corresponding to ideals of hydrological control in irrigation planning. It
shows how difficult it is to challenge modernist convictions in development
planning in spite of rational debate and professional reflexivity.
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